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	The Project Management Life Cycle: A Complete Step-By-Step Methodology for Initiating, Planning, Executing & Closing a Project Successfully, 9780749445553 (0749445556), Kogan Page, 2006
Over the past 20 years, businesses around the world have undergone rapid change. No longer are customers happy with their ‘status quo’ products or services: they expect businesses to adapt rapidly to the changing environment by providing more offerings, cheaper and faster than before. This rate of change has forced businesses to transform their operational processes into project-based initiatives. This transformation has not been without its risks, as a large percentage of projects (estimated by the Standish Group as more than 70 per cent) fail to deliver on time, on budget and to the level of quality expected.

Why such a large percentage of projects fail to deliver

Typical causes include poor project sponsorship, undefined requirements and miscommunication. However the number one cause of project failure is the lack of adoption of a formal project methodology. Without adopting a clear methodology or framework for delivery, most project teams start building deliverables before their scope and objectives are clearly thought through. They have no structured processes for undertaking project tasks, and so they fail to effectively manage time, cost, quality, risks, issues and changes within the project. It is inevitable that such projects suffer from scope creep, milestone delays, poor deliverable quality and a lack of customer satisfaction. The answer is simple: use a repeatable project methodology with structured project processes for initiating, planning, executing and closing projects effectively.
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Mastering SplunkPackt Publishing, 2014

	Optimize your machine-generated data effectively by developing advanced analytics with Splunk


	About This Book

	
		Develop simple applications into robust, feature-rich applications to search, monitor, and analyze machine-generated big data with ease
	
		Learn about lookups, indexing, dashboards,...



		

The Handbook of Banking TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2021

	Competitive advantage in banking comes from effective use of technology
	
		The Handbook of Banking Technology provides a blueprint for the future of banking, with deep insight into the technologies at the heart of the industry. The rapid evolution of IT brings continual change and demand for investment — yet...



		

Pro Internet Explorer 8 & 9 Development: Developing Powerful Applications for The Next Generation of IEApress, 2010

	This book is an in-depth guide to writing applications that embrace and extend the new features and capabilities of Windows Internet Explorer 8 and 9. With solid instruction, hands-on examples, and expert insight direct from the source into extending the browser, you’ll learn how to create and maintain powerful applications for...





	

Laboratory Hematology PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Expertly edited and endorsed by the International Society for Laboratory Hematology, this is the newest international textbook on all aspects of laboratory hematology. Covering both traditional and cutting-edge hematology laboratory technology this book emphasizes international recommendations for testing practices. Illustrative case studies...


		

Design Reliability: Fundamentals and ApplicationsCRC Press, 1999
As engineering systems become more and more complex, industry has recognized the importance of system and product reliability and places ever increasing emphasis on it during the design phase. Despite its efforts, however, industry continues to lose billions of dollars each year because of unexpected system failures. Therefore, it becomes...

		

Mastering 3D Printing in the Classroom, Library, and Lab (Technology in Action)Apress, 2018

	
		Learn how to manage and integrate the technology of 3D printers in the classroom, library, and lab. With this book, the authors give practical, lessons-learned advice about the nuts and bolts of what happens when you mix 3D printers, teachers, students, and the general public in environments ranging from K-12 and university classrooms...
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